Investigating Galactic Superwind-Triggered Star
Formation in M82
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Abstract
The objective of this study is to investigate past tidal
interactions between the M82 and NGC 3077 galaxies
in the M81 Group, by looking at the apparent tidal
bridge between the two galaxies, discovered by
Messere et al. (2022) (unpublished). We are focusing
on a region of stars closer to M82, in which there is an
apparent outflow of young stars trailing behind M82.
Using data collected in this region by the Hubble
Space Telescope’s WFC3 and ACS instruments in the
F475W and F814W filters, we are examining the age
distribution of this stellar outflow. We expect to find
an age gradient along the trail of stars through which
we can reveal more about M82’s past movement and
tidal interactions with NGC 3077, as well as its future
trajectory. With this study, we hope to gain a stronger
understanding of M81’s history and future, as well as a
more thorough understanding of starburst-driven
galactic outflows.

Methodology

Results

We started by looking into our subaru data and
where the HST fields lay to contextualize it. We
then broke a CMD up into age groups for the six
fields of view, and plotted the resulting age
groups spatially to look for an age gradient.
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Objectives:
● Examine properties of stellar outflow trailing
from M82
■ Age distribution
■ Spatial distribution
■ Object types/phases
● Identify trends or patterns in this region
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As seen in Figure 4, we plotted the spatial
distribution of stars in the Hubble fields of view,
separated by age. Through this, we found a
systematic error worth taking into account: most
visibly in the oldest age category, the middle section
of each field of view appears more empty. We
attribute this to CCD errors as it attempts to collect
light from fainter stars that is picked up less in the
middle region of the field of view. We take this into
account as we analyze the plots. Next, we notice an
overall greater concentration of older stars
throughout the entire region, also visible in Figure
3. However, looking at the plot of the youngest
group of stars in purple, we see higher
concentrations of young stars closer to M82. This
confirms our hypothesis that the stars closer to M82
will be younger than the ones further out in this
region. While this implies information about M82’s
movement and trajectory during this starburst
period, further analysis is needed to gain a greater
understanding of M82’s movement and the apparent
age gradient in this region.

Future Work
● Compare HST data with previous Subaru
data
○ Improve age grouping and filtering
○ Use HST data to calibrate star selection
in Subaru data
○ Identify trends in tidal bridge using
refined HST and Subaru data
○ Overplot HST results on Subaru spatial
diagram

Figure 2: Spatial distribution of Subaru data stars
with HST fields overlaid, zoomed in in the bottom
plots.. Left: MS stars. Right: RHeB stars.
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Figure 5: NASA image of M82 and its galactic
wind. The young star formation region is below the
galactic plane in this image.
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Figure 1: M. Messere et al. (unpublished). Left:
Spatial distribution of RHeB stars. The tidal bridge
extends between NGC-3077 and M82. Right: The
dashed line represents the tidal bridge location with
no Hi component.
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Figure 3: Color-magnitude diagram for each
HST field of view, with color coded age groups
overplotted.

Figure 4: Spatial distribution of each age group
from Figure 3, indicated by each plot’s title and
color of data points.
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